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Overview

• Previous Data Collection

• Data Collection in 2019

• Options for Operations

• Timetable
Previous Data Collection
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Brief History of the GGP

Note = Wave 2 Data collection in Sweden, Belgium and Norway is derived from administrative data and the availability of this is yet to be determined.
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Data Providers

- Italian Families and Social Subjects Survey
- Netherlands Kinship Panel Study
- HILDA Australia
- Életünk Fordulópontjai
- Japanese GGS
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Harmonized Histories

- Access to all GGP users
- Data for UK, US, Spain
- Canada to be added
- More data planned
- Possible extensions
- Great for teaching
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Data Collection 2019
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Data Collection 2019

- New and improved Questionnaire
- Greater standardization in sampling, collection and processing
- Improved respondent tracking for longitudinal components
- Use of Multi-mode and administrative data for longitudinal components
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GGP Principles

• Quality

• Inclusivity

• Efficiency

• Comparability
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GGP Fieldwork Guidelines Overview

- 8,000+ respondents
- 18-79 year olds in the sample
- Nationally Representative random sample of Individuals
- Follow up interviews after 3 and 6 years (2022 & 2025)
- Data must be submitted to NIDI for harmonization & release
Options for Operations
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Data Collection 2019

Associated Survey

Nationally Led

Centrally Led
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Associated Surveys

- Pre-existing surveys with significant overlap
- Work with GGP Consortium to increase overlap where possible
- Data to be made available via the GGP either as a GGS dataset or as part of Harmonized Histories
- Examples: Canada
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Associated Surveys

- Central team provides feedback on design to increase overlap
- National teams design and field Survey
- Central team harmonizes and releases data
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Nationally Led

• Pre-existing national teams

• Strong Research Community

• National Level Research Agenda & Design (i.e. sub-samples or additional modules)

• Examples Hungary & Austria
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Nationally Led

- Questionnaire has been centrally designed
- Fieldwork Guidelines have been centrally designed
- Translation completed by national teams
- Survey design is adapted by national teams
- Back translation is approved by Consortium Board
- Survey design is approved by Consortium Board
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Centrally Led

• GGP coordination team coordinate data collection

• 100% Adherence to the GGP design and standards

• Economies of Scale, especially for clusters (e.g. Balkans, Baltics, Iberia etc.)
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Centrally Led

- Questionnaire has been centrally designed
- Fieldwork Guidelines have been centrally designed
- National team & Central team seek funding
- National team provides translation
- Back translation is approved by Consortium Board
- Survey design is implemented by Consortium Board
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Timetable
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Timetable

• Translation of Country Questionnaires Spring 2018

• Approval of Country Questionnaires Fall 2018

• In country testing in Spring 2019

• Fieldwork commences in Fall 2019

• Data delivered to Central Team in Spring 2020
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Longitudinal Innovations

• Longitudinal Component can be entirely or partially web

• Administrative data can be used where possible
  • (e.g. Sweden registry wave)

• Innovations in the Horizon 2020 application
Questions

ggp@nidi.nl